Eccentric exercise alters muscle sensory motor control through the release of inflammatory mediators.
Following downhill exercise, muscle damage and local inflammatory reactions, induced by lengthening contractions, are observed and voluntary muscle activation decreases. The hypothesis that feedback carried by the group IV muscle afferents could be involved has often been raised but never measured in vivo in these conditions. In this experiment, we tested the response of the group IV muscle afferents from the lower limb to injections of KCl and lactic acid in non-exercising rats and at 1, 2, and 8 days after one running session (-13 degrees, 16 m/min). At days 1 and 2, the baseline discharge of the group IV afferents increased, but further activation by test agents was absent. After 8 days, the afferent response was equivalent to the control response. Pretreatment with betamethasone before exercise abolished the effects of downhill exercise. In non-exercising rats, arachidonic acid evoked group IV afferent discharge and suppressed their further response to another stimulus. These results demonstrate that exhaustive downhill running highly activates, for at least 2 days, the sensory feedback carried by group IV afferents through the local release of inflammatory mediators. Such an altered sensori-motor control, accompanying the post-eccentric inflammatory syndrome, could play a key role in deterioration of muscle performance and of its voluntary activation.